
Global Oil and Gas

Crude Oil Transport Pumps



With our expertise you’re not alone

Production
Safety, uptime and efficiency: the key operating metrics that your performance is 
measured on for all onshore and offshore production facilities. Remote locations, a 
limited number of operators and extreme climates: the difficulties you face every 
day in meeting your goals and objectives. Colfax knows and relates to the needs of 
facility managers in the upstream sector and offers safe and reliable fluid handling 
solutions that allow you to focus on running your operations.

Colfax has proven experience in these challenging Production applications, 
whether on the open water or on land.

Transportation
Efficiently and dependably transporting crude oil from upstream production 
facilities to storage operations is a challenging round-the-clock exercise. 
Downstream production commitments must be met, and vessel and rail tank car 
schedules must be maintained, to satisfy the demand for crude oil. Colfax clearly 
understands these pressures and offers proven, reliable fluid handling solutions 
that allow you to focus on running your operations.

The applications below demonstrate the proven experience Colfax has for each 
facet of this complex system, supporting crude oil pipelines, rail car loading and 
unloading facilities, marine barges and FPSO vessels.

Progressing 
cavity Two-screw Three-screw

Field gathering pumps X X X

Heater treater charge pumps X X X

Free water knockout pumps X X

Desalter bottoms pumps X X

Multiphase pumps X X

Progressing 
cavity

Two-
screw

Three-
screw Gear

Suction booster pumps X X X

Mainline shipping pumps X X

Pipeline re-injection pumps X X

Scraper trap pumps X X

Chemical injection pumps X

The difficult challenges you face day after day in the demanding world of crude oil 
transportation are best met by a company who provides diverse product offerings 
along with deep fluid handling expertise.  The extensive range of pumping system 
brands from Colfax assures you the right oil-handling solutions for your particular 
application in your specific process: 1) Production, both wellheads and platforms, 2) 
Transportation, in field processing or long-distance transport, 3) Storage, including 
tank loading and unloading, and 4) Refining and petrochemical manufacturing.

Oil handling solutions that work for you



Storage
Vital: one word that encapsulates the critical function that Storage facilities 
provide to the global oil and gas market. In these operations the incoming crude is 
temporarily stored. Heavy off-spec grades of crude are mixed with more premium
grades of crude to improve their marketability. The varied inventory needs to be 
turned over quickly, and many of the fluids present handling challenges due to 
their high viscosity. When a shipment request is received the downstream demand 
must be satisfied immediately. Colfax understands the hourly pressures that are
present here and can provide proven fluid handling solutions which allow you to 
focus on running your operations.

Daily conveying fluids into, around and out of storage terminals is another critical 
area where Colfax has proven experience. Our technologies are used extensively 
for applications such as:

Refining
Refineries are the main delivery point for crude oil. Complex, energy demanding 
processes abound here in the downstream sector, with the associated challenges 
of high temperatures, high pressures and sour as well as corrosive process fluids. 
Facility managers contend with significant power costs in addition to ensuring that 
their facilities meet the ever-growing environmental regulations imposed by their 
regional and federal governments. With these immense pressures and constraints, 
delivering an operating profit is becoming increasingly difficult. Colfax understands 
the tremendous challenges that are present here and can provide proven fluid
handling solutions which allow you to concentrate on running your operations.

In all of the major oil Refining areas around the globe, Colfax provides proven
fluid handling solutions for applications such as these:

Progressing
cavity Two-screw Three-screw

Tank loading and unloading pumps X X X

Tank blending pumps X X X

Tank heater circulation pumps X X

Bitumen and asphalt transfer pumps X X

Shipping pumps X X

Progressing
cavity Two-screw Three-screw

Process charge pumps X X

Residuum and vacuum bottoms pumps X X

De-asphalting pumps X

Tank loading pumps X X

Waste and slop oil pumps X X



At-a-glance selection guide:
PC and two-screw pumps

PC and two-screw crude oil
pump performance chart
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Progressing Cavity Pump: 

Maximum
Flow Rate

Differential
Pressure 

Viscosity Range 
Min to Max 

Max Fluid
Temperature

Max Solids 
Content

Max Free Water 
Content

Max Gas 
Content

Colfax Brand 
and Series

450 m3/h 
1980 usgpm

40 bar 
580 psi 

1 to 270000 cSt 150 deg C 
300 deg F 

20% 100% 40% Allweiler AE 
series

Two-Screw Pumps: 

Maximum
Flow Rate

Differential
Pressure 

Viscosity Range 
Min to Max 

Max Fluid
Temperature

Max Solids 
Content

Max Free Water 
Content

Max Gas 
Content

Colfax Brand 
and Series

182 m3/h 
800 usgpm

7 bar
100 psi 

0.5 to 5400 cSt 140 deg C 
285 deg F 

2% 100% 50% Tushaco TSTS
series

5300 m3/h
23500 usgpm

16 bar 
230 psi 

140 deg C 
285 deg F 

2% 100% 50% Houttuin 200 
series

2700 m3/h
11900 usgpm

40 bar 
580 psi 

0.5 to 100000 cSt 400 deg C 
750 deg F 

2% 100% 100% Houttuin 300 
series

1400 m3/h
6200 usgpm

100 bar 
1450 psi

0.5 to 100000 cSt 100 deg C 
212 deg F 

2% 100% 50% Warren
FSXA and 
FSXB series

0.5 to 100000 cSt 

Progressing cavity (PC) pump:

Two-screw pumps:

The Colfax product solution



How they convey fluids:

The HOUTTUINTM and WARREN® two-screw pumps are rotary, self-priming
positive displacement pumps. In both cases, the basic pump design is double 
ended or double suction to achieve higher flow rates. The two pumps’ shafts are 
supported between bearings. The fluid entering the suction port is split into two 
equal portions, with half being diverted to the inlet area of each opposing screw 
set. As the rotating screws intermesh, transfer chambers are formed, trapping and 
conveying the fluid axially to the discharge location, which is typically located at the 
mid span of the pump casing. The drive relationship between the two pumps shafts 
is achieved through a set of timing gears. These mechanical components provide 
the drive transmission link between the longer shaft, which is connected to the 
input driver, and the shorter driven shaft. By means of this design arrangement a 
close clearance can be maintained between the four pumping rotors and the pump 
casing without the possibility of metal-to-metal contact during operation. To permit 
the handling of contaminated, corrosive process fluids and dry running, the
bearings and timing gears are located outside of the process envelope and are 
independently lubricated.

Warren FSXA Series

Engineered design advantages of the
technology:

 •  Able to handle contaminated and/or corrosive   
     process fluids with large volumes of
     gas - run dry capability
 •  Extremely low NPSHr / NPIPr, ideal for
     stripping services
 •  Optional NACE compliance for H2S services
 •  Designs available to latest edition of API 676

Typical oil and gas process
fluid-handling applications:

 •  Field Gathering Pumps
 •  Heater Treater Charge Pumps
 •  Free Water Knockout Pumps
 •  Multiphase Pumps
 •  Suction Booster Pumps
 •  Mainline Shipping Pumps
 •  Tank Loading and Unloading Pumps
 •  Tank Blending and Circulation Pumps

Standard materials of construction:

 •  Casing – ductile iron, carbon and stainless steel
 •  Screw shafts – carbon steel, stainless steel
 •  Shaft sealing – single and double
                             mechanical seals with
   cartridge option

Operating parameters:Two-Screw Pumps: 

Maximum
Flow Rate

Differential
Pressure 

Viscosity Range 
Min to Max 

Max Fluid
Temperature

Max Solids 
Content

Max Free Water 
Content

Max Gas 
Content

Colfax Brand 
and Series

5300 m3/h
23500 usgpm

16 bar 
230 psi 

140 deg C 
285 deg F 

2% 100% 50% Houttuin 200 
series

2700 m3/h
11900 usgpm

40 bar 
580 psi 

0.5 to 100000 cSt 400 deg C 
750 deg F 

2% 100% 100% Houttuin 300 
series

1400 m3/h
6200 usgpm

100 bar 
1450 psi

0.5 to 100000 cSt 100 deg C 
212 deg F 

2% 100% 50% Warren
FSXA and 
FSXB series

0.5 to 100000 cSt 

At-a-glance selection guide:
three-screw pumps
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Three-Screw Pumps: 

Maximum
Flow Rate

Differential
Pressure 

Viscosity Range 
Min to Max 

Max Fluid
Temperature

Max Solids 
Content

Max Free Water 
Content

Max Gas 
Content

Colfax Brand 
and Series

54 m3/h 
240 usgpm

100 bar 
1450 psi

1 to 2000 cSt 80 deg C 
175 deg F 

0.5% 90% 5% Allweiler
EMTEC series

90 m3/h 
400 usgpm

103 bar 
1500 psi

4 to 5400 cSt 107 deg C 
225 deg F 

0.5 % 10% 5% Imo 6D series

90 m3/h 
400 usgpm

138 bar 
2000 psi

4 to 5400 cSt 107 deg C 
225 deg F 

0.5 % 10% 5% Imo 12D series

660 m3/h 
2900 usgpm

138 bar 
2000 psi

10 to 5400 cSt 107 deg C 
225 deg F 

0.5% 10% 5% Imo 8L series

318 m3/h 
1400 usgpm

100 bar 
1450 psi

4 to 5000 cSt 250 deg C 
480 deg F 

0.5% 10% 5% Allweiler SN 
series

130 m3/h 
570 usgpm

120 bar 
1740 psi

4 to 5000 cSt 250 deg C 
480 deg F 

0.5% 10% 5% Allweiler SM 
series

750 m3/h 
3300 usgpm

21 bar 
300 psi 

10 to 5400 cSt 260 deg C 
500 deg F 

0.5% 10% 5% Imo 323F
series

204 m3/h 
900 usgpm

34 bar 
500 psi 

10 to 5400 cSt 260 deg C 
500 deg F 

0.5% 10% 5% Imo 324A
series

182 m3/h 
800 usgpm

48 bar 
700 psi 

10 to 5400 cSt 107 deg C 
225 deg F 

0.5% 10% 5% Imo T324N 
series

External Gear Pump: 

Three-screw crude oil pump
performance chart

Three-screw pumps:

Double suction two-screw pumps The Colfax product solution



How they convey fluids:

The ALLWEILER® progressing cavity pump is a rotary, self-priming positive 
displacement pump. The pumping elements are the rotating eccentric screw (rotor)
and the fixed, abrasion resistant, elastomeric lined casing (stator). In the cross-sec-
tional plane, both are in contact with one another at two points, forming two seal-
ing lines along the length of the conveying elements. The fluid entering the suction 
area of the casing (typically located adjacent to the bearing frame) enters a cavity 
which is being formed as the rotor turns. As the pump shaft continues to rotate, the
cavity is sealed and the captured process fluid is displaced axially along the length 
of the casing to its ultimate exit point at the casing discharge (typically located at 
the extreme non-drive end of the pump). This smooth, continuous pumping action 
ensures an even, uninterrupted volumetric output from the pump and minimizes 
pressure pulsations at the pump discharge.

Maximum
Flow Rate

Differential
Pressure

Viscosity Range
Min to Max 

Max Fluid
Temperature

Max Solids 
Content

Max Free Water
Content

Max Gas 
Content

Colfax Brand 
and Series

450 m3/h
1980 usgpm

40 bar
580 psi

1 to 270000 cSt 150 deg C
300 deg F 

20% 100% 40% Allweiler AE 
series

Operating parameters:

Allweiler AE Series

Engineered design advantages of the
technology:

 •  Able to handle contaminated process fluids
     with large percentages of abrasives and
     entrained gas
 •  Simple and economical design requiring
     only one shaft seal
 •  Low NPSHr / NPIPr due to large internal
     cavities and low speed operation
 •  Gently handles shear sensitive fluids like
     emulsions
 • Able to be mounted in horizontal and vertical 
     orientations
•  Sealed universal coupling joint for increased 

     pump life
 • Customized materials of construction for
     optimum compatibility with process fluid
 •  Optional NACE compliance for H2S services
 • Designs available to latest edition of API 676

Typical oil and gas process
fluid handling applications:

 •  Field Gathering Pumps
 •  Heater Treater Charge Pumps
 •  Free Water Knockout Pumps
 •  Desalter Bottoms Pumps
 •  Multiphase Pumps
 •  Suction Booster Pumps
 • Tank Loading and Unloading Pumps
 • Tank Blending Pumps
 • Tank Heater Circulation Pumps
 • Waste and Slop Oil Pumps

Standard materials of construction:

•  Casing – carbon steel, stainless steel with 
     an elastomer lined pumping chamber
 •  Screw shafts – carbon steel, stainless steel
 •  Shaft sealing – single and double
                             mechanical seals with              

 cartridge option

Single suction progressing cavity pumps



How they convey fluids:

The TUSHACO® two-screw pump is a rotary, self-priming positive displacement pump. 
The basic pump design is an overhung, single suction machine for low to moderate 
flow rates. The inboard ends of the two pumps’ shafts are supported by a robust 
bearing frame. The fluid entering the suction port is directly feed to the inlet area of 
the timed screw set. As the rotating screws intermesh, transfer chambers are formed, 
trapping and conveying the fluid axially to the discharge location.  The drive
relationship between the two pumps shafts is achieved through a set of timing gears. 
These mechanical components provide the drive transmission link between the longer 
shaft, which is connected to the input driver, and the shorter driven shaft. By means 
of this design arrangement a close clearance can be maintained between the two 
pumping rotors and the pump casing without the possibility of metal-to-metal contact 
during operation. To permit the handling of contaminated, corrosive process fluids 
and dry running, the bearings and timing gears are located outside of the process 
envelope and are independently lubricated.

Maximum
Flow Rate

Differential
Pressure

Viscosity Range
Min to Max

Max Fluid
Temperature

Max Solids 
Content

Max Free Water
Content

Max Gas 
Content

Colfax Brand 
and Series

182 m3/h
800 usgpm

7 bar
100 psi

0.5 to 5400 cSt 140 deg C
285 deg F 

2% 100% 50% Tushaco TSTS
series

Operating parameters:

Tushaco TSTS Series

Engineered design advantages of the
technology:

 • Able to handle contaminated and/or corrosive 
     process fluids and can even run dry
 •  Effectively manages large volumes of entrained
     gas without vapor locking
 •  Low NPSHr / NPIPr, ideal for stripping
     applications
 •  Simple, single ended pump design with only
     two shaft seals
 •  Can be direct coupled to an electric motor,
     eliminating the need for a gear reducer

Typical oil and gas process
fluid handling applications:

 •  Field Gathering Pumps
 •  Heater Treater Charge Pumps
 •  Free Water Knockout Pumps
 •  Desalter Bottoms Pumps
 •  Multiphase Pumps
 •  Suction Booster Pumps
 • Tank Loading and Unloading Pumps
 • Tank Blending Pumps
 • Tank Heater Circulation Pumps
 • Waste and Slop Oil Pumps

Standard materials of construction:

 •  Casing – carbon steel, stainless steel
 •  Screw shafts – carbon steel, stainless steel
 •  Shaft sealing – single and double
                             mechanical seals with              

 cartridge option

Single suction two-screw pumps



How they convey fluids:

The HOUTTUINTM and WARREN® two-screw pumps are rotary, self-priming
positive displacement pumps. In both cases, the basic pump design is double 
ended or double suction to achieve higher flow rates. The two pumps’ shafts are
supported between bearings. The fluid entering the suction port is split into two 
equal portions, with half being diverted to the inlet area of each opposing screw
set. As the rotating screws intermesh, transfer chambers are formed, trapping and 
conveying the fluid axially to the discharge location, which is typically located at the 
mid span of the pump casing. The drive relationship between the two pumps shafts 
is achieved through a set of timing gears. These mechanical components provide 
the drive transmission link between the longer shaft, which is connected to the 
input driver, and the shorter driven shaft. By means of this design arrangement a 
close clearance can be maintained between the four pumping rotors and the pump 
casing without the possibility of metal-to-metal contact during operation. To permit 
the handling of contaminated, corrosive process fluids and dry running, the
bearings and timing gears are located outside of the process envelope and are
independently lubricated.

Warren FSXA Series

Engineered design advantages of the
technology:

 •  Able to handle contaminated and/or corrosive 
     process fluids with large volumes of
     gas - run dry capability
 •  Extremely low NPSHr / NPIPr, ideal for
     stripping services
 •  Optional NACE compliance for H2S services
 •  Designs available to latest edition of API 676

Typical oil and gas process
fluid handling applications:

 •  Field Gathering Pumps
 •  Heater Treater Charge Pumps
 •  Free Water Knockout Pumps
 •  Multiphase Pumps
 •  Suction Booster Pumps
 •  Mainline Shipping Pumps
 • Tank Loading and Unloading Pumps
 • Tank Blending and Circulation Pumps

Standard materials of construction:

 •  Casing – ductile iron, carbon and stainless steel
 •  Screw shafts – carbon steel, stainless steel
 •  Shaft sealing – single and double
                             mechanical seals with

 cartridge option

Operating parameters:Two-Screw Pumps:

Maximum
Flow Rate

Differential
Pressure

Viscosity Range
Min to Max 

Max Fluid
Temperature

Max Solids 
Content

Max Free Water
Content

Max Gas 
Content

Colfax Brand 
and Series

5300 m3/h
23500 usgpm

16 bar
230 psi

140 deg C 
285 deg F 

2% 100% 50% Houttuin 200
series

2700 m3/h
11900 usgpm

40 bar
580 psi

0.5 to 100000 cSt 400 deg C 
750 deg F 

2% 100% 100% Houttuin 300 
series

1400 m3/h
6200 usgpm

100 bar 
1450 psi

0.5 to 100000 cSt 100 deg C 
212 deg F 

2% 100% 50% Warren
FSXA and
FSXB series

0.5 to 100000 cSt 

Double suction two-screw pumps



How they convey fluids:

The ALLWEILER® and IMO® three-screw pumps are rotary, self-priming, single suction, 
positive displacement pumps. The pumping elements consist of three moving parts: 
the power rotor (main screw) and two symmetrically opposed idler rotors, all operat-
ing within close fitting housing bores. The incoming process fluid is conveyed by the 
rotating power rotor by means of the cavity formed with the intermeshing idler rotors. 
These two hydraulically driven shafts, which only make rolling contact with the power 
rotor, regulate the amount of internal slip. From the single entry suction port to the 
discharge connection, the fluid is transferred by means of a series of constantly form-
ing and re-forming chambers until it reaches the casing outlet. Symmetrical pressure
loading on the power rotor eliminates the need for radial bearings to absorb radial 
forces. The idler rotors generate a hydrodynamic film which provides radial support 
similar to journal bearings. Axial loads on the power rotor and idler rotors, created by 
differential pressure, are hydrostatically balanced. By this design arrangement high 
differential pressures can be managed.

Engineered design advantages of the 
technology:

 • Tremendous pressure boost
    capabilities
 • High overall efficiencies on low
    and high viscosity fluids
 • Simple pump design with only one
    seal and one bearing
 • Pulse-free flow with extremely low
    vibration and noise levels
• Designs available to latest edition of
    API 676

Typical oil and gas process
fluid handling applications:

 • Field Gathering Pumps
 • Mainline Shipping Pumps
 • Pipeline Re-injection Pumps

Maximum
Flow Rate

Differential
Pressure

Viscosity Range
Min to Max

Max Fluid
Temperature

Max Solids 
Content

Max Free Water
Content

Max Gas 
Content

Colfax Brand 
and Series

54 m3/h
240 usgpm

100 bar 
1450 psi

1 to 2000 cSt 80 deg C
175 deg F 

0.5% 90% 5% Allweiler
EMTEC series

318 m3/h
1400 usgpm

100 bar 
1450 psi

4 to 5000 cSt 250 deg C
480 deg F 

0.5% 10% 5% Allweiler SN 
series

130 m3/h
570 usgpm

120 bar 
1740 psi

4 to 5000 cSt 250 deg C
480 deg F 

0.5% 10% 5% Allweiler SM 
series

90 m3/h
400 usgpm

103 bar 
1500 psi

4 to 5400 cSt 107 deg C
225 deg F 

0.5 % 10% 5% Imo 6D series

90 m3/h
400 usgpm

138 bar 
2000 psi

4 to 5400 cSt 107 deg C
225 deg F 

0.5 % 10% 5% Imo 12D series

660 m3/h
2900 usgpm

138 bar 
2000 psi

10 to 5400 cSt 107 deg C
225 deg F 

0.5% 10% 5% Imo 8L series

Operating parameters:

Allweiler Emtec Series

Standard materials of construction:

 •  Casing – ductile iron, carbon steel
 •  Screw shafts – hardened steel
 •  Shaft sealing – single and double
                             mechanical seals with                 

 cartridge option

Imo 12D Series

Single suction three-screw pumps



How they convey fluids:

Operating parameters:Three-Screw Pumps: 

Maximum
Flow Rate

Differential
Pressure

Viscosity Range
Min to Max 

Max Fluid
Temperature

Max Solids 
Content

Max Free Water
Content

Max Gas 
Content

Colfax Brand 
and Series

750 m3/h
3300 usgpm

21 bar
300 psi

10 to 5400 cSt 260 deg C
500 deg F 

0.5% 10% 5% Imo 323F
series

204 m3/h
900 usgpm

34 bar
500 psi

10 to 5400 cSt 260 deg C
500 deg F 

0.5% 10% 5% Imo 324A
series

182 m3/h
800 usgpm

48 bar
700 psi

10 to 5400 cSt 107 deg C
225 deg F 

0.5% 10% 5% Imo T324N
series

The ALLWEILER® and IMO® three-screw pumps are rotary, self-priming, double 
suction, positive displacement pumps. The pumping elements consist of five mov-
ing parts: the power rotor (main screw) and two sets of symmetrically opposed idler 
rotors, all operating within close fitting housing bores. The power rotor shaft is 
supported at either end by journal bushings (similar to a between bearings arrange-
ment) which are product lubricated. The incoming process fluid is conveyed by the 
rotating power rotor by means of the cavities formed with the intermeshing idler 
rotors. These four hydraulically driven shafts, which only make rolling contact with 
the power rotor, regulate the amount of internal slip. The fluid entering the suction 
port is split into two equal portions, with half being diverted to the inlet area of each 
opposing screw set. From suction to discharge the fluid is transferred by means of 
a series of constantly forming and re-forming chambers until it reaches the casing 
outlet. Symmetrical axial pressure loading on the power rotor eliminates the need 
for thrust bearings to absorb axial forces. The idler rotors generate a hydrodynamic 
film which provides radial support similar to journal bearings.

Typical oil and gas process
fluid handling applications:

 •  Field Gathering Pumps
 •  Heater Treater Charge Pumps
 •  Suction Booster Pumps
 • Tank Loading and Unloading Pumps
 • Tank Blending and Circulation Pumps

Engineered design advantages of the
technology:

•  High overall efficiencies on low and high 
     viscosity fluids
 •  Pulse-free flow with extremely low vibration
     and noise levels
 •  Between bushings power rotor design with
     only one shaft seal
 •  Designs available to latest edition of API 676

Imo 324A Series

Standard materials of construction:

 •  Casing – ductile iron, carbon steel
 •  Screw shafts – hardened steel
 •  Shaft sealing – single and double
                             mechanical seals with              

 cartridge option

Double suction three-screw pumps



How they convey fluids:

The ZENITH® external gear pump is a rotary, positive displacement pump. The
pumping elements consist of two precision ground, specially profiled spur style
pumping gears rotating within close-clearance casing bores. At either end of these 
gears are tight fitting end plates to limit internal leakage from discharge to suction. 
The process fluid enters the side inlet connection; and as each tooth cavity opens, it 
is subsequently filled with fluid. As the drive shaft rotates with its fixed gear rotor, the 
spur gear on the driven shaft is mechanically propelled. This action advances the gear 
teeth to the point where the tooth cavity becomes enclosed by a portion of the
semi-circumferential casing bore. As the two shafts continue to rotate, the captured 
fluid is borne around this arc length until the cavity opens to discharge pressure. The 
fluid is then discharged when the gear teeth re-mesh. By this means the surfaces of 
the pumping rotors cooperate to provide continuous sealing.

Engineered design advantages of the
technology:

 •  Precision metering capabilities with excellent
repeatability

 •  High pressure boost and temperature ranges
•  Zero-leaked, sealless pump design using
     magnetically coupled drive, thereby eliminating
     the need for expensive double mechanical seals
     and the barrier fluid support system
 •  Compact, robust design that is bi-directional
 •  Hardened materials for increased resistance to 
     abrasive wear of critical internal clearances
 •  Meets hazardous atmospheres equipment

requirements stipulated by OSHA, EPA and CSA 
regulations

Maximum
Flow Rate

Differential
Pressure

Viscosity Range
Min to Max

Max Fluid
Temperature

Max Solids 
Content

Max Free Water
Content

Max Gas 
Content

Colfax Brand 
and Series

2 m3/h 
9 usgpm

170 bar 
2500 psi

0.5 to 50000 cSt 510 deg C
950 deg F 

0.5% 100% 5% Zenith
9000MD series

Zenith 9000MD Series

Typical oil and gas process
fluid handling applications:

 •  Scraper Trap Pumps
 •  Chemical Injection Pumps

Standard materials of construction:

•  Casing – tool steel, stainless steel
 •  Rotors and shafts – tool steel, stainless steel
 •  Shaft sealing – single and double
                             mechanical seals with                 

 cartridge option

Operating parameters:

Single suction external gear pumps
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